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Abstract

We report stable, wideband, flat-topped, 10 GHz optical frequency comb generation from a

semiconductor-based mode-locked ring laser with an intra-cavity high finesse Fabry-Perot etalon. We

demonstrate a stable 10 GHz comb with greater than 200 lines within a spectral power variation below 1 dB,

which is the largest value obtained from a similar mode-locked laser in our knowledge. Greater than 20 dB of

the spectral peak to deep ratio at 0.02 nm resolution, ∼92 femtosecond timing jitter over 1 kHz to 1 MHz

range, and non-averaged time traces of pulses confirm very stable optical frequency comb lines.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Wideband, flat optical frequency comb lines at

fixed frequencies are very attractive for many

applications, such as high capacity WDM

communications [1], arbitrary waveform generation

[2], optical code division multiple access [3],

microwave photonic filters [4], etc. Pulse

compression [5] and super continuum spectrum

generation [6] to achieve such wideband comb have

been applied and showed good results. However,

they are indirect methods requiring separate pulse

sources and their spectral flatness was not so
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Recently, two of direct generation methods have

been attracted research interests; sideband

generation by phase/intensity modulation of

continuous wave laser [7,8] and a semiconductor-

based mode-locked laser (SB-MLL) with an

intra-cavity Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE) [9,10].

Weiner's group reported 38 lines of a 10 GHz

optical frequency comb within 1 dB power variation

based on the former method [7], and Delfyett's

group reported ∼100 lines of a 10 GHz comb using

the later method [10]. The former requires stable

CW laser and sophisticated phase and intensity

modulations, where as the later has relatively

simple structure based on an active mode-locking.

Here we use the later method.

For stable mode-locked operation, the SB-MLL

with an FPE should satisfy following conditions

[10]; (i) the mode-locked pulse repetition rate

equals an integer multiple of the laser cavity

resonance frequency, (ii) the free spectral range

(FSR) of the FPE exactly equals the pulse

repetition rate, and (iii) all of the optical comb

frequencies match with the FPE transmission

peaks. Any mismatching the conditions induces
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de-stabilization of the mode-locking due to high

loss [10]. Even small amount of mismatching

induces the gain modulations of individual modes

determined by the FPE-TX curve, resulting in

reduced number of optical comb lines (i.e.,

bandwidth). Significant efforts have been focused to

lock optical comb frequencies to the FPE

transmission (TX) peaks (in a sense, conditions (i)

and (ii) become a subset of condition (iii)).

Techniques for precise FPE-FSR measurement [11]

and very fine cavity length control [10] have been

developed. Here we discuss conceptually how the

matching condition between the selected

super-mode frequencies and FPE-TX peaks affects

the mode-locked laser bandwidth. Then we show

broadband stable optical frequency comb lines with

10 GHz spacing. We achieve greater than 200 comb

lines spaced 10 GHz within 1 dB power variation.

In our knowledge, this is the largest number of

flat-topped comb lines obtained from a similar 10

GHz mode-locked laser.

Ⅱ. Matching Between Optical

Frequencies and FPE-TX Peaks

To achieve wideband, stable comb generation

from a SB-MLL, the matching between optical

comb frequencies and FPE-TX peaks is essential.

First, the mode-locking frequency should exactly

equal to the FPE-FSR. We measured the FSR of

the FPE applying the similar method reported in

[11]. The measured FSR of the FPE was 9.99577

GHz. When the laser operates at a frequency

detuned from the FSR reduces the bandwidth of

the mode-locked laser as depicted schematically in

Fig. 1. When the mode-locking frequency (i.e.,

mode-spacing) is smaller (a) or larger (c) than the

FPE-FSR, the effective mode gain determined by

the FPE-TX curve will be suppressed at shorter

and longer wavelengths. This reduces bandwidth of

the mode-locked laser output. However, by

deliberately tuning the peak of the effective gain

curve, we could achieve wavelength tuning of the

frequency comb [12]. When the mode-locking

frequency is exactly equal to the FPE-FSR, the

effective mode gain is not affected (becomes flat)

by the FPE-TX curve, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In

this case, the mode-locked laser output shows the

broadest bandwidth, as we report here.

Fig. 1. Optical mode gain modulation by the

FPE-TX curve .

Fig. 2. Amplitude of the envelope modulated signal as a

function of optical frequency.

Fig. 2 shows conceptually how we can get error

signal indicating the frequency difference between a

lasing mode optical frequency and an FPE-TX

peak. Let's assume that we apply a phase

modulation (PM) signal to the FPE. The arrows

with same color show the instantaneous frequency

deviation range by the PM. Then we examine the

envelope modulation characteristics of the FPE

transmitted signal. Firstly, when the optical

frequency is smaller than the FPE-TX peak (dotted

red arrows), the FPE acts like a high pass filter;

the FPE passed signal is envelope modulated at the
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PM frequency by suppressing the low frequency

components and by enhancing the high frequency

components. Secondly, when the optical frequency

is larger than the FPE-TX peak (dashed green

arrows), the FPE acts like a low pass filter; the

FPE passed signal is envelope modulated similarly

as the first case, but the phase is reversed.

Thirdly, when the optical frequency is coincide

with the FPE-TX peak red (solid black arrows),

the FPE acts like a bandpass filter; the FPE

passed signal is envelope modulated at the twice of

the PM frequency by suppressing low and high

frequencies and by enhancing the center frequency.

Therefore, if we monitor the PM frequency

component from the envelope detected signal, we

will get an error signal curve as a function of

optical frequency as shown in Fig. 2, which

corresponding to the first derivative of the

FPE-TX peak. We can use the reflected light from

the FPE, then the phase of the error signal is

reversed.

In our experiments we modulate a PM modulator

at a much larger frequency than the FPE-TX

bandwidth and use a reflected signal. The shape of

the error signal is still similar to that shown in

Fig. 2, but shows large flat-topped region near the

peak amplitude.

Ⅲ. Experiment Results and Discussion

Our experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. The

cavity length of the SB-MLL, including a 0.8 m

long dispersion compensating fiber, is 7.6 m,

corresponding to 26 MHz cavity resonance

frequency. The FPE has 15 mm air-spaced

concave-flat mirrors with 0.01 ppm/K temperature

dependence. The concave mirror has 50 cm radius.

The FSR and finesse of the FPE are 9.99575 GHz

and 270, respectively, so that the neighboring

cavity resonance modes experience greater than 4

dB loss at the cavity loop. The mode field

matching of the FPE is implemented by using a

pair of commercially available, fiber pigtailed

focusers. The overall fiber to fiber loss is 1.5 dB.

For active mode-locking of the laser, we modulate

the intensity modulator (IM) at the FSR (9.99575

GHz) of the FPE. To get stable and broadband

comb lines, we deliberately match the lasing optical

comb frequencies and FPE-TX peaks by moving

the position of the FPE focusing lens using a

piezoelectric translator (PZT).

To keep the matching condition between the

lasing optical comb frequencies and FPE-TX peaks,

we use feedback loop similar to that applied in

other works [9,10]. Part of the laser output is

phase modulated at 377 MHz, and re-injected to

the FPE through the polarizing beam splitter

(PBS). The reflected probe beam from the FPE is

separated by the PBS, and detected by a

photo-detector to be mixed with the phase

modulator (PM) drive signal. The mixer output

represents the amplitude of the envelope modulated

signal at the PM frequency, corresponding to the

frequency difference between a lasing mode and

the FPE-TX peak. The PM frequency is chosen to

give a negative feedback at the given feedback

loop length. Note that this allows us to eliminate a

radio frequency (RF) phase shifter in the feedback

loop used in other works [9,10]. Then the error

signal is applied to the PZT controller to adjust the

laser cavity length. We can shift the individual

optical frequencies by changing the cavity length

slightly;

δν = – fr ∙ ΔL/λ          (1),

where δν is the optical frequency shift, ΔL the

cavity length change, and λ the optical wavelength.

The negative sign shows the optical frequency

increase when the cavity length decreases. Note

that the optical frequency shifts 26 MHz (cavity

resonance frequency) for a wavelength (1.5 ㎛)

change of the cavity length.

The isolator ensures the unidirectional

(counter-clockwide) operation of the laser. The

polarization controller (PC) matches the signal

polarization to that of SOA. The SOA is biased at

550 mA and the mode-locked output power at 2.5

dBm is obtained from a 9:1 coupler. The output

characteristics are measured by a 50 GHz fast

sampling scope, RF spectrum analyzer coupled with

a fast photo-detector, and an optical spectrum

analyzer. All of the laser setup is encapsulated and

temperature stabilized within 0.01℃.
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Fig. 3. Experimental set-up (abbreviations can be

found in the text).

Fig. 4. Mode-locked output spectrum; (a) full scale

spectrum, and (b) detailed spectrum near the

wavelength center.

Fig. 4 shows a mode-locked output spectrum

measured at 0.02 nm resolution. We get a flat

spectrum over larger than 16 nm within 1 dB

power variation, covering more than 200 spectral

frequency comb lines with 10 GHz spacing. In our

knowledge, this is the largest value obtained from

a similar mode-locked laser. As shown in details

(Fig. 4(b)) the spectral peaks are almost flat. The

deep is suppressed greater than 20 dB at 0.02 nm

resolution, ensuring very stable optical frequency

comb lines.

Fig. 5 shows the RF spectrum of the

optoelectronic converted signal measured at 10 kHz

resolution bandwidth. The RF spectrum shown in

Fig. 5 ensures that super-mode beating noises near

the cavity resonance frequency (± 26 MHz) are

completely suppressed. High frequency noise

suppressed below -125 dBc/Hz approaches to the

noise floor of the measurement system. Fig. 6

shows the measured phase noise over 10 Hz to 1

MHz (low frequency region). The phase noise

integrated over the interval was ∼5.8×10
-3
rad,

corresponding to ∼92 femtosecond timing jitter.

Non averaged sampling scope traces also confirm

very stable pulse train generation, as shown in Fig.

7.

Fig. 5. RF spectrum of the optoelectronic converted

signal. The super-mode beating noise near 26 MHz

is completely suppressed below –125 dBc/Hz

(resolution bandwidth = 10 KHz).

Fig. 6. Phase noise over 10 Hz to 1 MHz. The

noise indicates ∼92 femtosecond pulse timing jitter.
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Fig. 7. Non-averaged sampling scope (bandwidth:

50 GHz) traces of the mode-locked output showing

very clear pulses.

IV. Conclusion

We report a wideband flat-topped optical comb

source generated from a semiconductor-based

mode-locked fiber ring laser with an intra-cavity

high finesse Fabry-Perot etalon. By deliberately

adjusting the matching condition between the FPE

transmission peaks and laser cavity resonance

frequencies, we achieve a stable 10 GHz comb with

greater than 200 comb lines within a spectral

power variation below 1 dB, the largest value

obtained from a similar mode-locked laser in our

knowledge. Greater than 25 dB of the spectral peak

to deep ratio at 0.01 nm resolution, ~ 92

femtosecond timing jitter over 1 kHz to 1 MHz

range, and non-averaged pulse time traces also

confirm very stable optical frequency comb lines.
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